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PURPOSE

JR Engineering, LLC (JR), in association with Lidstone and Associates, Inc. (LA), completed the

Water System Master Plan Level I Study for the Town of Pine Bluffs. The purpose of the study

is to review the existing system and to present system upgrades. This includes mapping the

existing system in GIS, placing the system in a pipe modeling program, evaluation of the current

system’s serviceability, review of the fire suppression capabilities, determination of system

upgrade needs, proposal of maintenance and replacement scheduling, and provision of design

and cost estimates. The Water System Master Plan report presents investigation of the Town’s

water system and recommendations for improvement of the system. The investigation included

documentation of the Town’s existing supply system and water usage, as well as the assessment

of the system’s ability to meet projected increase in demand through 2030.

Pine Bluffs, Wyoming is an agricultural community located along Interstate 80 in the

southeastern corner of the state. The community currently draws its municipal water supply

primarily from several Brule Aquifer wells. As a result of the inconsistent nature of the Brule

Aquifer, significant number of agricultural users utilizing the aquifer and the recent drought, a

nearly 20-foot decline in water level in the aquifer has been observed within the last 8 years.  A

deep Lance Aquifer well was recently constructed to provide a secondary source from an aquifer

that is less strained. Reduction in the Brule Aquifer water levels and the complete dry up of two

of  the  Town’s  wells  have  caused  concern  with  the  water  system’s  ability  to  supply  municipal

water to its citizens.

FINDINGS

The existing Pine Bluffs municipal water system routes the water supply from ground water

wells through a transmission line to elevated storage tanks.  A distribution system then delivers

potable water to the Town of Pine Bluffs.  The system also includes a disinfection mechanism, a

booster  pump  and  a  telemetry  unit,  known  as  a  Supervisory  Control  and  Data  Acquisition

system.
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The current system, utilizing four wells for municipal supply, is capable of supplying over 1,400

gallons per minute (gpm) of good quality water. Average daily water consumption is

approximately 315 gallons per capita per day (gpcpd) or 394 gallons per minute (gpm), based on

recent transmission meter records. The current system of 650 taps, including 42 taps for Town

use, serves approximately 1,200 residents. Growth through 2040 results in a projected population

of 1,319 served by 715 taps.

Generally, the Town’s municipal water system infrastructure is sufficient to provide potable

demands to existing customers and projected growth; however, fire flow capacity is inadequate

at specific reaches of the system.  The capacity limitations are a result of undersized distribution

lines or dead end mains in the system.  The combined storage tank volume of 675,000 gallons is

sufficient to provide approximately twice the Town’s average daily demand.  The most

significant limitation of the current system’s capacity is aquifer yield and the long-term

sustainability of the Town’s well system given the regional decline in ground water levels.

The Town of Pine Bluff’s water system infrastructure is generally well maintained and

functional with some exceptions. The Town’s water meters are over 30 years old and may not be

operating properly to provide accurate records. For this reason, the Town will be initiating a

meter replacement project that will replace in-house water meters with automated, accurate

meters located near the curb stop.

The Town of Pine Bluffs is able to meet WDEQ/WQD and EPA drinking water standards.

Nitrate levels warrant additional monitoring and any trends should be noted. At the current time,

the  mixing  of  Lance  /  Fox  Hills  water  with  water  from the  Brule  Aquifer  is  advantageous  and

improves the quality of the finished water by lowering nitrate, TDS, and hardness levels. The

Town is currently complying with the EPA’s mandated water quality testing program and should

continue to incorporate best management practices to reduce potential sources of pollution.
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In the past several years, the Town has experienced significant reductions in yield from its Brule

wells. Overall, water levels have been declining in the Pine Bluffs area since 1979. The decline

may be a result of low precipitation coupled with increased irrigation demand.

The Town of Pine Bluffs’ municipal water system financial records were evaluated and projected

to determine the anticipated future water system revenues and expenses.  The Town’s water

system expenditures were categorized according to purpose.  The 2009 and projected revenues

and expenditures are presented in the table below.

Summary of Water System Revenues and Expenditures
Item 2009 Projected

Revenues
Connection Fees 1,000.00$ 1,500.00$
Miscellaneous Income 332.48$ 2,000.00$
Commercial Water Sales -$ -$
Sales of Service1 150,308.20$ 247,860.00$
Specific Purpose Tax-Water2 218,236.61$ 220,000.00$
Grant Funds 14,067.65$ -$
TOTAL 383,944.94$ 471,360.00$
1Projection varies With Updated Rate Schedules

Item 2009 Projected
Expenditures
Operations Costs 10,633.18$ 11,000.00$
Maintenance Costs 13,094.39$ 20,000.00$
Employee Expenses, Salary and Taxes 32,344.70$ 67,600.00$
Water Loans Repayment1 54,208.05$ 12,585.39$
Bond Funds Repayment2 64,610.00$ 65,980.00$
Meter Replacement Loan Payback -$ 12,588.40$
Major Project3 171,318.20$ -$
Water System Maintenance and Repair Fund -$ 220,000.00$
Emergency Fund (2.5% of Total Expenditures)4 -$ 10,243.84$
TOTAL 346,208.52$ 419,997.63$
1Summation of all water loans. Varies annually according to each loan's repayment schedule.
2Varies annually according to Bond Debt Service Schedule.

2The new level III Lance Well  has been entered into 2010 Town Budget. Funding will be obtained from

3Level III Deep Well has been entered into 2010 Town Budget. Funding will be obtained from the "Sixth
Penny" tax revenue.
4Emergency Fund is the summation of 2.5% of annual expenditures including debt repayment.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Although further development within the Brule Aquifer or purchase of existing Brule Aquifer

wells were considered for additional water supply, the construction of a second Lance Formation

well is the best ground water supply option for both short-term and long-term strategy to meet

municipal demand. A Lance will be isolated from the competitive demand of local irrigators. The

Lance/Fox Hills Aquifer is a confined system and, as such, is protected from existing sources of

surface contamination. The WWDC and the Wyoming State Legislature have authorized the

construction of a second Lance/Fox Hills well on the eastern end of Pine Bluffs.

Another water supply alternative that warrants consideration is regionalization. Cheyenne may

be a potential source of additional water supply if they were willing to expand their service area

east to Pine Bluffs. Since the closest Cheyenne waterline is approximately 30 miles west of Pine

Bluffs, this would involve a significant financial investment by all users. Costs would have to be

shared  by  rural  subdivisions  along  the  pipeline  route  as  well  as  the  Town of  Pine  Bluffs.  This

option may also require the Cheyenne Board of Public Utilities (BOPU) to expand their water

supply sources and treatment facilities. At this time, the State of Wyoming is reportedly not

actively pursuing any raw water transmission pipeline concepts, but regionalization may be more

likely if a raw water transmission pipeline such as the Million Conservation Resource Group

(MCRG) pipeline is installed from Green River to Cheyenne and south along the Front Range of

Colorado.

Some modifications of system operations, including adjustments to the Town’s SCADA system,

are recommended on a trial basis during the winter while demand is low. SCADA adjustments to

allow more of the tank volume to drain could allow for slower pumping of the aquifer, or

adjustments to the low level alarms in the wells from a configuration based on pump intake level

to a level above the main water bearing zone. This system would allow the wells that can sustain

pumping at full capacity to do so for longer periods of time, while allowing less productive wells

to recover.
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While the Town of Pine Bluffs has seen a decrease in water use as a result of water conservation

policies, additional conservation measures should be considered. Additionally, the Town could

restructure their rate schedule to bill for water used, which would reward those residents who are

most successful at conserving. The Town should also consider having a leak detection survey

done on a regular basis to prioritize replacement and repair efforts.

The transmission system and portions of the distribution system upgraded in 2003 will require

replacement in 2033. Older portions of the Town’s water system non-mechanical infrastructure

will also require significant rehabilitation or replacement over the next 20-years.  This will

include sections of the town’s distribution system not upgraded in 2003, as well as the water

storage tanks.

The most significant concern affecting the Town of Pine Bluffs’ municipal water system is the

reduction in water supply.  Various alternatives have been evaluated to alleviate the current

supply concern and other issues related to the water system. The following tables present a

summary of the structural and non-structural improvements recommended to assist in alleviating

current and future issues with the Town’s municipal water system. The priority ratings included

in the tables indicate the importance of the recommendation.  Recommendations with a rating of

1 are projects or adjustments to the operational procedures essential to the viability of the

Town’s water system.  Recommendations with a rating of 2 are either requiring completion of

projects or adjustments; or are slightly less of a priority.  These recommendations will improve

the  overall  functionality  of  the  system.   The  last  level  of  recommendation  (3)  does  not  require

immediate action, but is recommended for the long-term sustainability of the Town’s water

system. There are numerous uncertainties and complexity in the resolution of priority 3

alternatives. A more complete evaluation of each alternative is required to determine a single

recommendation.
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Summary of Structural Recommendations

Priority
Rating

Recommendation
Focus Recommendation Name Description

Anticipated
Initiation Schedule Specific Benefit Cost

Section
Discussed

WWDC
Eligible

1 Supply New Level III Lance Aquifer Well
(Well #9)

Construction of a second Lance
Aquifer well to an approximate
depth of 1000-feet and connect

into the Town's existing
transmission system.

Construction in
2009/2010

Provide an additional 200gpm of
water supply

$870,571.00 4.3.3 Yes

1 Infrastructure Water Meter Replacement Project
Replace all outdated, inaccurate

water meters with automated
meters located near the curb stop

Construction in 2010
Provide an accurate measurement

of customer usage $1,000,000.00 7.3.1 No

2 Infrastructure Dead-end line serving northern
hydrant on Sanders Drive

Replace existing waterline with
2378 linear feet of 6-inch PVC Construction in 2011

Meet water system operation
criteria during fire flow $114,144.00 3.2.1 No

2 Infrastructure
Dead-end line serving southern

hydrant on Wilhelm Road
Replace existing waterline with
2987 linear feet of 8-inch PVC

As soon as funding
becomes available

Meet water system operation
criteria during fire flow $179,220.00 3.2.1 No

2 Infrastructure
Dead-end line serving I-80 rest

area
Provide waterline loop with 1574

linear feet of 8-inch PVC
As soon as funding
becomes available

Meet water system operation
criteria during fire flow $66,108.00 3.2.1 No

2 Infrastructure
Loop serving Stoetzel and

Stephens Avenue
Replace existing waterline with
161 linear feet of 6-inch PVC

As soon as funding
becomes available

Meet water system operation
criteria during fire flow $7,728.00 3.2.1 No

2 Infrastructure Dead-end line serving North Main
Street (north of railroad)

Provide waterline loop with 972
linear feet of 6-inch PVC

As soon as funding
becomes available

Meet water system operation
criteria during fire flow

$29,160.00 3.2.1 No

2 Infrastructure Waterline serving area southeast
of North Main Street

Replace existing waterline with
639 linear feet of 8-inch PVC

As soon as funding
becomes available

Meet water system operation
criteria during fire flow

$38,340.00 3.2.1 No

2 Infrastructure Waterline serving area north of
2nd St on Pine St

Replace existing waterline with
378 linear feet of 8-inch PVC

As soon as funding
becomes available

Meet water system operation
criteria during fire flow

$22,680.00 3.2.1 No

2 Infrastructure Loop serving 2nd Street west of
Main Street

Replace existing waterline with
198 linear feet of 8-inch PVC

As soon as funding
becomes available

Meet water system operation
criteria during fire flow

$11,880.00 3.2.1 No

2 Infrastructure Dead-end line serving the western
end of 8th Street

Provide waterline loop with 1014
linear feet of 8-inch PVC

As soon as funding
becomes available

Meet water system operation
criteria during fire flow

$42,588.00 3.2.1 No

2 Infrastructure Waterline serving 8th Street east
of Maple Street

Replace existing waterline with
164 linear feet of 6-inch PVC

As soon as funding
becomes available

Meet water system operation
criteria during fire flow

$7,872.00 3.2.1 No

2 Infrastructure Waterline serving Butler Avenue
north of 4th Street

Replace existing waterline with
1368 linear feet of 8-inch PVC

As soon as funding
becomes available

Meet water system operation
criteria during fire flow

$82,080.00 3.2.1 No

2 Infrastructure Waterline serving Equality Road
to the RV park

Replace existing waterline with
482 linear feet of 8-inch PVC

As soon as funding
becomes available

Meet water system operation
criteria during fire flow

$28,920.00 3.2.1 No

2 Infrastructure Well 5 Slab

Construct a 4-foot square concrete
slab around the casing of Well 5

to allow for positive drainage
away from the well.

As soon as funding
becomes available

Minimize well contamination
potential $1,200.00 3.4 No

2 Infrastructure Reconfigure Storage Tanks Outlet

Install splash pad below tank drain
and reconfigure to terminate no
less than 3 pipe diameters above

ground surface

As soon as funding
becomes available

Prevent contamination of storage
tanks. $5,000.00 3.4 No

2 Infrastructure Back Flow Prevention
Install an approved back flow

prevention device at each service
connection.

In association with
Meter replacement

project

Prevent back-siphon age of
contaminates into water supply $20,000.00 3.4 No

3a Supply
Completion or Purchase of an

Arikaree Well and Pipeline

Purchase of an irrigated farm in
the Albin area and construction of

municipal well field (4 wells).
Installation of approx. 12 miles of

transmission lines.

Long Term
Provide a sustainable water supply

to the Town 4 million 4.3.4 Yes

3b Supply Regionalization

Construction of a 30 mile pipe line
along the I-80 corridor from

Cheyenne to Pine Bluffs to supply
water to rural subdivisions along

the route

Long Term
Provide a sustainable water supply

to the Town 25 million 4.3.6 Yes
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Summary of Non-Structural Recommendations

Priority
Rating Recommendation

Focus Recommendation Name Description Initiation Schedule Specific Benefit Cost
Section

Discussed
WWDC
Eligible

1 Operations Adjust SCADA Settings
Allow tanks to draw down further
than 1-foot to prevent short pump

run times
Winter of 2009

Reduce motor and pump wear and
improve hydraulic sustainability of

the Brule Aquifer
$0.00 7.1 No

1 Operations Adjust Well Pumping Rate
Lower the pump rate of wells and
allow to run for longer periods of

time
Winter of 2009

Prevent pumping Brule wells dry
and improve sustainability of the

Brule Aquifer
$0.00 7.1 No

2 Operations Additional Conservation
Utilize accurate meter records and

restructured rate schedule to
reward conservation

2011 Limit wasteful use of water
resource

$0.00 7.2 No

2 Operations
Install VFD motors in Well 1 and

Well 6

The installation of VFD motors in
these wells would allow for lower

pumping rates

As identified in Table
3.5

Prevent "back pressure" conditios
associated with limiting valves

In association
with pump

replacement
schedule

3.5 No

2 Maintenance Leak Detection Program
Utilize accurate meter records

through the system to determine
potential system leaks

2011 Limit waste of water resource $5,000.00 7.3 No

1 Maintenance
Routine Monitoring and
Replacement of Aging

Infrastructure

Utilize GIS model and
maintenance records  to track age

and condition of existing
infrastructure.  Replace before

predetermined life span has
expired

As identified in Table
3.5

Minimize the potential for system
failures

$52,000.00 per
replacement

pump
3.5 No

1 Maintenance Videoing Well 1

Complete a video investigation of
Well 1 to determine fracture

information to assist in modifying
the low level alarm settings

Winter of 2009 Improve the longevity of Well 1 $4,800.00 7.1 No

2 Maintenance Treated Water Storage Tanks
Maintenance

The Town's water storage tanks
should be inspected, cleaned and
disinfected every three (3) years.

Winter of 2010
Identify potential structural
failures and ensure proper

maintenance
$0.00 7.3 No

1 Maintenance Maintenance Manual and
Logbooks

Create a maintenance manual that
covers all operational procedures,
records, and inspection checklists.

Immediate Improve overall maintenance and
operation of the system $0.00 7.3 No

1 Maintenance Annual Testing of Wells 2 and 4
Verify if aquifer levels have raised
to allow these wells to come back

on-line
Immediate Improve water supply $0.00 4.1.2 and

4.1.3 No

2 Financial
Initiate Restructured Rate

Schedule
Put in affect a restructured rate
schedule identified in section 9 2010

Provide the necessary revenue that
allows the water system to be

financially self supporting.  This
includes a routine replacement

fund and emergency fund

$0.00 9.3 No
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COST ESTIMATES

The following tables present WWDC eligible costs for previously discussed recommendations.

WWDC eligible costs to be potentially funded under Level II activities include all water supply

construction costs with the exception of distribution system costs.

Regionalization with a pipeline to Cheyenne would be costly.  Additional funding from rural

areas along the corridor will be necessary with this option.  The project is eligible for two-thirds

WWCD funding, although the town has the option to fund the project independently.

Cost Summary for Regionalization

The completion or purchase of Arikaree wells and installation of a pipeline is another alternative.

The Arikaree wells option would require land acquisition and a transmission line measuring

approximately 12 miles.  This project is eligible for two-thirds WWDC funding.

Item Unit Estimated
Quantity Unit Price Cost

24" DIP1 LF 159,550 $100 $15,955,000
Valves & Fittings2 LS 1 $3,191,000 $3,191,000

$19,146,000
$1,914,600

$21,060,600
$3,159,090

$24,219,690
$200,000

$25,000
$10,000

$100,000
$8,000

$900,000
$25,462,690

1 Includes pipe material, excavation, bedding, backfill
2 20% of Pipeline Costs

Pine Bluffs Master Plan Level I Report
Cost Summary for Regionalization Alternative

  SUBTOTAL (1)
ENGINEERING @ 10% OF SUBTOTAL (1)

SUBTOTAL (2)
CONTINGENCY @ 15% OF SUBTOTAL (2)

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS
SURVEYING

FINAL PLANS/SPECIFICATIONS
TOTAL COST

GEOTECHNICAL
LEGAL COSTS
EASEMENTS

PERMITTING COSTS
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Cost Summary for Completion or Purchase of Arikaree Well and Pipeline

The funded Level III Lance Aquifer well is the preferred additional water source for the Town.

Cost Summary for New Level III Lance Aquifer Well

WWDC
Eligible
Costs

Cost Totals
Construction Costs Subtotal $598,183.00
Construction Phase Engineering Costs (10% df 1) $59,818.30
Sub Total of 1+2 $658,001.30
Contingency (15% of 3) $98,700.20
Constructuction Cost Total $756,701.50
Preparation of Plans and Specifications $51,870.00
Permitting & Mitigation $15,000.00
Geotech, Surveying $22,000.00
Legal Fees $5,000.00
Acquisition of Access and ROW $20,000.00
TOTAL Level III Costs for the Well, Pump, Pipeline and Appurtenances $870,571.50

Item Unit Estimated
Quantity Unit Price Cost

12" PVC Pipe1 LF 52,800 $55 $2,904,000
Valves & Fittings2 LS 1 $580,800 $580,800
Irrigated Farm Land AC 640 $3,000 $1,920,000
Completed Ogallala/Arikaree Wells (300-ft depth) EA 4 $250,000 $1,000,000

$6,404,800
$640,480

$7,045,280
$1,056,792
$8,102,072

$50,000
$10,000

$5,000
$40,000

$4,000
$300,000

$8,511,072

1 Includes pipe material, excavation, bedding, backfill
2 20% of Pipeline Costs

FINAL PLANS/SPECIFICATIONS
TOTAL COST

GEOTECHNICAL
LEGAL COSTS
EASEMENTS

PERMITTING COSTS

SUBTOTAL (2)
CONTINGENCY @ 15% OF SUBTOTAL (2)

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS
SURVEYING

  SUBTOTAL (1)
ENGINEERING @ 10% OF SUBTOTAL (1)
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The cost summary table below shows a WWDC eligible cost summary for the alternative tables

presented previously.

Overall Cost Summary

WWDC Eligible Costs

New Level III
Lance

Aquifer Well
(Well #9)*

Regionalization
(Pipeline)

Completion or Purchase
of an Arikaree Well and

Pipeline

Project Cost Total $870,571 $25,462,690 $8,511,072

* Project is already funded from the Sixth Penny Tax


